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Simulation of the hyperfine-resolved Zeeman spectrum of Eu atoms in a magnetic trap

Long Cai,* Bretislav Friedrich,* and John M. Doyle
Department of Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

~Received 29 September 1999; published 15 February 2000!

We present a simulation of the laser absorption spectra of Eu atoms in thea 8S7/22y 8P7/2 band at 462.7 nm
measured previously in a buffer-gas-loaded magnetic trap@J. Kim et al., Phys. Rev. Lett.78, 3665~1997!#. The
simulations of the hyperfine-resolved Zeeman spectra are based on exact magnetic eigenproperties of the states
involved, and yield a complete assignment of all the features observed. This reveals that apart from theMJ

57/2 state and its hyperfine substates, theMJ55/2 and 3/2 states are also trapped atBmax50.52 T and a
temperature of about 250 mK.

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Pj, 32.30.Jc, 39.30.1w, 06.30.Ft
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a recent experiment, we trapped up to 1012 ground state
Eu atoms at a temperature close to 250 mK in a buffer-g
loaded magnetic trap@1#. The Eu atoms were detected b
laser absorption spectroscopy with a resolution sufficien
distinguish many of the hyperfine Zeeman transitions. T
assignment of the spectra was based on a simple mode
culation which made use of the analytic magnetic eigenpr
erties of the Eu atoms in the strong-field limit. Here w
present a simulation of the Eu trap spectra based on e
eigenproperties. This simulation provides an assignmen
all the observed features in the trap spectrum and yields
improved fit to the data.

The principle of buffer-gas loading and a detailed desc
tion of our apparatus are given in our previous papers@1–3#.
Briefly, our magnetic trap is a linear quadrupole field form
by two superconducting coils arranged in an anti-Helmho
configuration. In the center between the two coils is a z
field point from which the magnitude of the field increas
linearly over the trapping region in any direction. This co
figuration confines atoms that are in the low-field-seek
states~i.e., states whose energy increases with increas
field strength; as a result, they seek regions of minimum fi
strength where their energy is lowest!. For a magnetic dipole
moment of 7mB ~Bohr magneton!, corresponding to theMJ
57/2 state of Eu(a 8S7/2), and a magnetic field strength a
the trap edgeBmax'0.52 T, the maximum depth of th
magnetic trap is 2.4 K. Eu atoms are produced and trap
within a copper cell located in the bore of the magnet. T
cell is filled with 3He buffer gas and its temperature is ma
tained by thermal contact with a dilution refrigerator. T
bottom of the cell is outfitted with a fused silica window
enable optical access. The Eu atoms are created by ablat
solid sample of Eu metal~99.9% pure, with the151Eu and
153Eu isotopes in their natural abundances! placed within the
cell at the edge of the trapping region with a 10 mJ, 7
pulse of a frequency doubled yttrium aluminum garn
~YAG! laser. The trapping procedure starts by raising
temperature of the cell to about 250 mK by a resistive he
~resulting in a3He number density of about 1016 cm23) and
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firing the ablation laser~at which point the heater is turne
off!. The initially hot Eu atoms diffuse through the heliu
gas and quickly thermalize with it via elastic collisions@1#.
The cell temperature first rises over about 1 s due to hea
by the ablation pulse but then drops to roughly 170 mK o
20 s. The corresponding3He number density decreases
about 431013 cm23 as a result of which the trapped E
ensemble thermally uncouples from the buffer gas and fr
the cell.

The trapped Eu atoms are detected by laser absorp
spectroscopy in thea 8S7/2–y 8P7/2 band at 462.7 nm (6 ns
lifetime @5#!. A probe beam is produced using a KNbO3 crys-
tal to double the output of an actively stabilized Ti:sapph
laser. The typical~doubled! power used to probe the atoms
0.1 mW. The 3.561.5 mm diameter beam enters at a
angle of about 2° with respect to the cell axis and pas
through the cell center with an offset of 361.5 mm. The
beam then reflects from a mirror at the top of the cell, pas
the cell center again, exits the cell, and is detected b
photomultiplier tube. The laser is scanned over the en
absorption band of about 13 GHz at a rate of ab
15 GHz/s; this allows for ample data averaging at nea
fixed delay times with respect to the ablation pulse.

II. EXACT HYPERFINE ZEEMAN EIGENPROPERTIES

The total HamiltonianH of an atom with total electronic
angular momentumJ and nuclear spinI subject to a mag-
netic fieldB takes the form@4#

H5H01HZ ~1!

with

H05aI•J1b
3
2 I•J~2I•J11!2I2

•J2

2I ~2I 21!J~2J21!
~2!

the field-free Hamiltonian, and

HZ5gJmBJ•B1gImBI•B ~3!

the Zeeman Hamiltonian. In the above,J and I are the elec-
tronic and nuclear angular momentum quantum numbersgJ
andgI the correspondingg factors~see Appendix!, a andb
the hyperfine magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole c
pling constants, andmB the Bohr magneton. The magnet
©2000 The American Physical Society12-1
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field has a magnitudeB[uBu and its direction determines th
space-fixedZ axis. We neglect higher-order interaction
~such as the magnetic octupole interaction!.

Generally, either the coupleduF,M & or the uncoupled
uMJ ,MI& basis can be used to represent the Hamiltonian
trix. Since neither basis function is an eigenfunction ofH,
the Hamiltonian matrix is not diagonal. In what follows w
use the uncoupled basis where the matrix elements of
Hamiltonian take a somewhat simpler form@4#. The matrix
elementŝ MJ8 ,MI8uHuMJ ,MI& are listed for convenience in
the Appendix. The wave functions in the uncoupled ba
take the form

C M̃J ,M̃ I
~B!5 (

MJ ,MI

aMJ ,MI

M̃J ,M̃ I~B!uMJ ,MI&[uM̃ J ,M̃ I&,

~4!

where the expansion coefficientsaMJ ,MI

M̃J ,M̃ I[aMJ ,MI
depend for

a given state on the field strengthB. A given state is labeled
by the nominal valuesM̃ J and M̃ I of the quantum number
MJ and MI that pertain to that same state but in the hig
field limit. In the case of ground state europium atoms~see
Table I!, J57/2 andI 55/2. This leads to (2J11)(2I 11)
548 wave functions and hence a 48348 matrix. Diagonal-
ization of this matrix at a given field strength yields the ex
hyperfine Zeeman eigenproperties of the atoms.

III. TRANSITION PROBABILITIES

The transition amplitude between statesuM̃ J8 ,M̃ I8&
←uM̃ J ,M̃ I& due to an electric dipole operatordq is given by

Aq~M̃ J8 ,M̃ I8←M̃ J ,M̃ I !5^M̃ J8 ,M̃ I8udquM̃ J ,M̃ I&

5 (
MJ8 ,MI8 ,MJ ,MI

aM
J8 ,M

I8
aMJ ,MI

^MJ8 ,MI8udquMJ ,MI&

~5!

with

^MJ8 ,MI8udquMJ ,MI&}d~MI8 ,MI !^J,MJ ,J8,MJ8u1,q&,
~6!

where ^J,MJ ,J8,MJ8 ;1,q& is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficien
The transition probability~line strength! is

Sq5A q
2

TABLE I. Hyperfine constants~in MHz! of selected states o
Eu, theirgfactors and isotopic shifts~in MHz!. The natural abun-
dances of the 151 and 153 isotopes are 47.8% and 52.2% and
isotopes have a nuclear spin of 5/2. Constants taken from Ref.@6#.

State gJ
151a 153a 151b 153b Isotopic shift

a 8S7/2
u 1.99 220.05 28.85 20.7 21.78

y 8P7/2
g 1.929 2219.1 297 2295 2753 22977
03341
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with q50 or 61 for parallel and perpendicular transition
respectively. The relative weights of the parallel and perp
dicular transitions are determined by the angle between
local magnetic field vector and the electric vector of t
probe laser beam. For the arrangement used the two type
transitions were found to be nearly equiprobable.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 gives a comparison, for theF52 family of states
of 153Eu, of the exact eigenenergies with the eigenenerg
obtained in the low-and high-field limits, Eqs.~A5! and
~A6!. One can see that the low-field limit applies only at fie
strengths of up to about 0.001 T while the strong-field lim
takes over at about 0.005 T. This is in keeping with t
nature of the two limiting cases. The low- and high-fie
limits obtain respectively from the coupled and uncoup
basis representation ofH by neglecting the off-diagonal ma
trix elements. In the uncoupled basis~used here!, the off-
diagonal elements decrease asB increases, thus allowing th
high-field limit to be reached. The magnitudes of the mat
elements at a given field strength reflect the interplay
tween the magnetic term, proportional tomB , and the hyper-
fine constantsa and b. Since 1mB514 GHz/T and botha
andb are on the order of MHz, the high-field limit is boun
to prevail atB'1022 T, as observed. The correlation b
tween the low- and high-field limits for either Eu(a 8S7/2) or
Eu(y 8P7/2) states is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 3 shows a profile of the magnetic field streng
along the probe beam. The underlying magnetic fi
strength distribution was calculated from the known para
eters of the solenoids. The field distribution provides a ba
for the evaluation of the Boltzmann factors of the initi
atomic states. The distribution of the number densityn(B) of
atoms in a low-field-seeking state with eigenenergyE(B)
>0 at the loading temperatureT is given by

n~B!5n0expF2
E~B!

kT G ~7!

oth

FIG. 1. Comparison of the exact Zeeman eigenenergies with
eigenenergies obtained in the low- and high-field limits for theF
52 family of states; see text.
2-2
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SIMULATION OF THE HYPERFINE-RESOLVED ZEEMAN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A61 033412
wheren0 is the number density at the center of the trap. T
differential numberdN(B) of atoms exposed to a fiel
strength betweenB andB1dB is then given by

dN~B!5n~B!dV~B! ~8!

with dV(B) the volume element of the trap@3#. Integrating
Eq. ~8! over the trap volume results inN5n0Ve f f whereN is
the total number of atoms andVe f f is the ‘‘effective’’ vol-
ume of the trap. AtB50, the hyperfine populations are d
termined essentially by the degeneracy factorsP(F)→(2F
11), i.e., all statesuF,M & have the same weight. This wa
corroborated by our measurements. The intensities,I of the
transitions between states in the absorption spectra are
given by

I5NS.

Figure 4 shows a sample spectrum of the trapped
semble of Eu atoms at 0.52 T trap depth and a loading t
perature of 250 mK. The spectrum was measured at d

FIG. 2. Correlation diagram between the low- and high-fie
limits for the states of either of the stable isotopes of Eu(a 8S7/2).
Also shown is the transition to they 8P7/2 state used to probe th
atoms.
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times with respect to the ablation pulse ranging between
and 40 s, i.e., after the3He buffer gas was cryopumpe
away.

An essentially identical spectrum was obtained at de
times ranging between 40 and 60 s after the ablation pu
just with a poorer signal-to-noise ratio„the atoms were pre
viously determined to leave the trap at an effective two-bo
loss rate of (2.561.5)310213 cm3/s @1#…. The best signal-
to-noise ratio was attained for the spectrum at delay time
up to 20 s@1#. However, the relative contributions to th
structured features in the spectrum from the151Eu and153Eu
isotopes as well as the linewidths are different from the sp

FIG. 3. Profile of the magnetic field strength along the pro
beam. The dashed lines correspond to the field at the perimet
the probe beam.

FIG. 4. Sample absorption spectrum of the trapped ensemb
Eu at 0.52 T in thea 8S7/2–y 8P7/2 band at 462.7 nm measure
40 s after the ablation pulse~dotted line!. The simulated spectrum
~full line! provides the indicated assignment of the lines; see t
For each isotope, there are two subbands of magnetic hype
transitions, withDMJ50 and21. Note that for theDMJ50 tran-
sitions in the151Eu isotope, all sixMI nuclear spin states are clear
resolved.
2-3
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tra at 40 s and 60 s delay~and from the simulation!. We
ascribe this difference to the presence of the He buffer g
although we are unable to identify the mechanism resp
sible for it.

A diagnostic spectral feature is the plateau region betw
210 and 25 GHz, which is mainly composed of th
DMJ521 transition from theMJ57/2 state. Because thi
transition has a relatively large magnetic broadening,
shape is indicative of the distribution of atoms at differe
field strengths. The greater the shift, the higher the field
which the atoms are exposed, as seen in the 20 s spec
Ref. @1#. In the 40 s spectra, Fig. 4, the plateau is le
frequency-shifted, indicating that the Eu atoms have coo
and concentrated in the low-field region at the center of
trap.

Figure 5 shows the contributions to the spectrum from
MJ57/2 ~b!, 5/2 ~c!, and 3/2~d! initial states;~a! provides a
summary where the contributions are plotted on the sa
scale. One can see that most of the spectrum arises
Eu(MJ57/2). However, there is a sizable contribution fro
the MJ55/2 state, which gives rise to a prominent peak a
shift of about 22 GHz due to a transition from theMI
55/2 hyperfine state.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We simulated the laser absorption spectra of magnetic
trapped Eu atoms in thea 8S7/2–y 8P7/2 band using exac
eigenenergies and transition probabilities. These were
tained from a numerical diagonalization of the correspond
48348 Hamiltonian matrix. The simulation yields a com
plete assignment of all the features observed in our prev
experiment and provides an improved fit to the data. Ap
from the MJ57/2 state and its hyperfine substates, theMJ
55/2 and 3/2 states are also found to be trapped atBmax
50.52 T and a temperature of about 250 mK.
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APPENDIX

The matrix elements of the Hamiltonian in the uncoup
basis can be found, e.g., in Ref.@4# and are summarized her
for convenience. The nonvanishing diagonal elements ar

^MJ ,MI uH0uMJ ,MI&

5aMIMJ1
b8

2
@3MI

22I ~ I 11!#@3MJ
22J~J11!#,

~A1!

^MJ ,MI uHZuMJ ,MI&5mBB~gJMJ1gIMI !, ~A2!

and the nonvanishing nondiagonal elements are
03341
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^MJ ,MI uH0uMJ71,MI61&

5 1
2 a@J~J11!2MJ~MJ71!#1/2

3@ I ~ I 11!2MI~MI61!#1/2

1
3b8

4
~2MJ71!~2MI61!

3@~J6MJ!~J7MJ11!~ I 7MI !~ I 6MI11!#1/2,

~A3!

FIG. 5. Relative contributions to the spectrum of Fig. 4 from t
initial states withMJ57/2 ~b!, 5/2 ~c!, and 3/2~d!. ~a! shows all
three contributions on the same scale (MJ57/2 by full line, 5/2 by
dashed line, and 3/2 by dotted line!.
2-4
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^MJ ,MI uH0uMJ72,MI62&

5
3b8

4
@~J6MJ!~J6MJ21!~J7MJ11!~J7MJ12!

3~ I 7MI !~ I 7MI21!#1/2

3@~ I 6MI11!~ I 6MI12!#1/2 ~A4!

with

b8[
b

2I ~2I 21!J~2J21!
.

The transformation between the coupled and uncoup
basis sets is given by the Clebsch-Gordan coefficie
^JMJ ,IM I uFM &,

uF,M &5 (
MJ ,MI

^JMJ ,IM I uFM &uMJ ,MI&.

The Hamiltonian matrix consists of 13 block-diagonal ma
ces whose dimensions range between 1 and 6. Each b
pertains to a given value of the good quantum numberM
5MJ1MI .

1. Low-field limit

In the low-field limit, the angular momentaJ andI couple
to a resultant total angular momentumF5J1I characterized
by a quantum numberF5J1I ,J1I 21, . . . ,uJ2I u; each
value of F has 2F11 projectionsM52F,2F11, . . . ,
1F on the space-fixed axis defined by the direction ofB.
Note that there are(F(2F11)5(2J11)(2I 11) coupled
statesuF,M &. The eigenenergy is given by@4#

E~F,M !5 1
2 aK1b

3
4 K~K11!2I ~ I 11!J~J11!

2I ~2I 21!J~2J21!

1MgFmBB, ~A5!
in

ev

n

03341
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with

K[F~F11!2J~J11!2I ~ I 11!.

2. Strong-field limit

In the strong-field limit, the angular momentaJ and I are
no longer integrals of motion but their projectionsMJ and
MI on the space-fixed axis are. SinceMJ and MI take re-
spectively (2J11) and (2I 11) values, there are (2J11)
3(2I 11) uncoupled statesuMJ ,MI&. In the uncoupled ba-
sis, the eigenvalues of Hamiltonian~1! are given by@4#

E~MJ ,MI !5MJgJmBB1MIgImBB1aMJMI

1
9b

4I ~2I 21!J~2J21!
@MJ

22 1
3 J~J11!#

3@MI
22 1

3 I ~ I 11!#. ~A6!

The g factors are given by

gF5gJ

F~F11!1J~J11!2I ~ I 11!

2F~F11!

1gI

F~F11!1I ~ I 11!2J~J11!

2F~F11!
~A7!

with

gJ5
J~J11!1L~L11!2S~S11!

2J~J11!

1gS

J~J11!1S~S11!2L~L11!

2J~J11!
, ~A8!

S andL the total electronic spin and orbital angular mome
tum quantum numbers, andgS the gyromagnetic ratio of the
electron.
,
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